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Objectives for Today 

• Familiarize CSL Board Members with the MBA Special Projects 
course 
 Objectives of these projects 
 Examples of past projects 

 
• Share “best practices” on what contributes to a successful 

project 
 

• Review process on submitting a project proposal 

MBA Special Projects Course  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Grounding, share objectives and examples of past projectsShift into talking about some guidelines for making these projects successful.Review proposal submission processSome time at the end to talk about internships / recruiting



  

  

Call Participants 
• Mike Wiles 

 Associate Professor of Marketing, W. P. Carey 
 CSL Faculty Director for Research 
 Former consultant for Monitor Company  

 
• Ed Petrozelli  

 President & CEO, The INSIGHT Group 
 Sponsor of multiple MBA projects 

 
• Bob Boscamp 

 President, Strategic Solar Energy  
 Executive Director, Primera 
 Sponsor of multiple MBA projects 
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Course Overview 

• An applied, team-based projects course that will provide students the 
opportunity to act as consultants 
 Typically 3-5 projects per class 

 
• Provide advice on an important service-related opportunity (or problem) 

 Projects are kept confidential, NDAs are fine 
 

• Learning objectives for the students & outputs 
 To demonstrate competence in integrating, extending and applying 

strategic marketing and services leadership knowledge and skills in a 
“live” business context that is dynamic, complex and relatively 
unstructured 

 Teams produce a comprehensive report with clear, well-articulated 
practical recommendations 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an applied, team-based projects course where students act as consultants and provide advice on a strategic marketing / services problem that is important to the client’s businessProjects are kept confidential, some sharing among the students / presentations for feedbackLearning: some content, but more project management, handling ambiguity, making actionable recommendations and communicating them with the organization.  Client communication and management. The reports should include: clear, substantiated articulation of the issues; key findings; and operational recommendations addressing feasibility, impact, financial implications and contingencies to an actionable solution for the business. This project is intended to serve as the capstone and to be the most substantive for the students in the whole MBA program.



  

  

Sample Past Projects 
The INSIGHT Group 

Project Context 
• Manufacturers are increasingly 

pursuing revenue in service 
and solutions offerings 

Key Issues 
• Determine critical success 

factors for implementation of: 
 Services & solutions” business 

model  
 Strategic global account 

management 

 

INSIGHT 
Group & 
Client A 

• Changing from product to a 
service focus is challenging 

• One of the largest stumbling 
blocks is cultural change 

• Identify key cultural change 
critical success factors 

• Determine high level culture 
maturity criteria and metrics 

• Highlight lessons learned from 
each stage in the process 

INSIGHT 
Group & 
Client B 



  

  

Project Context 
• Builder of solar panel 

“shade structures” 

Sample Past Projects 
PowerParasol & Primera 

Key Issues 
• Assess consumer reaction 

to parking shade structure 
for a retailer 

• Assess economic impact 
and provide 
recommendations for future 
partnerships  
 • Full-service home interior 

contractor (design & 
remodel) looking to enter a 
new market 

• Determine consumer buying 
process for new market 

• Make recommendations for 
how Primera could 
appropriately engage with 
relevant audiences (route-
to-market) 



  

  

• For a mobile B2B telecommunications provider, the MBA 
students analyzed service sales data to identify trends 
and areas of opportunity.  

• Team developed new strategies for hybrid packaged 
offerings.  
 Internal analysis with the sales force and competitor 

analysis also informed their recommendations.    

Sample Past Projects 
Other Projects 

Market 
Mapping / 

Growth 
Strategy 

• For a large financial services firm, the MBA students 
reviewed secondary literature and conducted primary 
research to understand the preferences of Millennials.   

• The students recommended new service offerings to 
activate this key group.  

Customer 
Analysis / 
Service 

Innovations 



  

  

Project Content 

• Wide variety of projects, just needs to relate to an important 
service opportunity (or problem for your organization) 
 

• Specific analyses can include, but aren’t limited to:  
 Customer analysis 
 Competitor analysis 
 Market analysis 
 Service blueprinting 

 
• Sample substantive problems:  

 Market opportunity analysis 
 New market entry / new product development 
 Benchmarking 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wide variety of projects, nothing content-wise that need to cover (whatever would be most helpful to you)Lots of different analysis, typically customer and competitor or market mapping. Could also be more internally focused… organizational change recommendations



  

  

Faculty Instructor’s Role 

• Serve as the “managing partner”  
 

• Two simultaneous goals: 
 A good learning experience for the students 

 Content 
 Project leadership and management 
 Client relationships & communications 

 
 Significant impact and value for our client partners  

 

MBA Special Projects Course  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Managing partner, help to provide initial scoping, but students run the projects and do the workMore of an advisorAdvocate for each side to the otherGood learning experience: substantive problem, good client engagement and commitment, for example, practice presenting to senior managers. Learn from the content, but much of the learning with be from the interactions with you Grading: grade is primarily dependent on your satisfaction with the project. At end of the day, need to provide value to you or the project wouldn’t be successful. 



  

  

Success Factors: Scoping 

• Hard deadline of graduation presents a challenge 
 Project needs to be substantive, but able to be completed in 

3 months  
 

• More specific is generally better: 
 “Analyze an industry that could be disrupted by the Internet 

of Things” is not a good project 
 Not enough structure, too general 
 Narrower questions & data availability allow team to move 

forward more quickly & build up requisite level of 
understanding to enhance their recommendations 

 
• Broader questions can still work if data expectations are scaled 

appropriately (e.g., senior level qualitative interviews) 
 

MBA Special Projects Course  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Graduation… they leaveExpect students to work 1-1.5 days per week on this, so works out to 40 hours (1 FTE)More specific is better (get up to speed, understand context for recommendations), but understand that the question can seem to tactical or small (balancing act).  Bob / Ed: what did you do to create conditions for success?What would you have done differently?



  

  

Success Factors: Scoping (continued) 

• Changing project objectives midstream is not ideal 
 Some re-scoping can be necessary, but the less, the better 

 

• Think through the data collection process 
 If data currently exists 

 How to transfer it to the team? 
 What sources? How can the team access? 
 Is there any software / training that the team will need? 

 

 If primary data collection is called for 
 Qualitative, quantitative, or both?   

o Doing both may be difficult 

 Do you have a source for the interviews?  
 Interviewee incentives and budget, if need be?  

MBA Special Projects Course  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Had projects where the client frequently changed the objectives  What is the source of the data?  Bob: thoughts on how were able to get both qualitative and quantitative data for your PowerParasol project?



  

  

Success Factors: Scoping (continued) 

• Do you have a source for the interviews? 
 Friendly audience: data collected internally, with pre-notified 

customers, CSL network firms 
 Less friendly audience: purchasing email lists 

 Is there any assistance for students to identify and screen 
respondents? 
 

• Does the team have the resources to get the needed information 
quickly and effectively? 
 Does the team have your support for getting the information? 

 
 

 

MBA Special Projects Course  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can take a while to locate right people to talk to?  The MBA card works a bit, but not as much as you I would have expected. 



  

  

Success Factors: Scoping (continued) 

• Asking team to replicate already completed analysis may not be a 
useful exercise 
 Better to validate, but move beyond 

 
• Have a clear, well structured proposal and question to answer 

 
• Be consistent in the available budget (i.e., if money is mentioned 

in the proposal, then money will be made available to the team) 
 Best if students don’t have to spend their own money and 

then apply for reimbursement  
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Success Factors: Working with the MBA Team 

• An engaged client is the greatest success factor 
  
• View students as partners 

 Not vendor, not employee 
 
 

 
 

MBA Special Projects Course  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bob / Ed: what did you do to create conditions for success?What would you have done differently?



  

  

Success Factors: Student Feedback 

• “Be sure the client is committed to the project and has their 
resources aligned. MBAs are eager to learn so we can ask for 
A LOT. Many clients are not used to this and it can lead to lags 
in info sharing.” 
 

• “The narrower the scope, the better. While students do achieve 
learning by narrowing scope, it's a warning sign when a 
potential sponsor's direction is, "We don't know, it could be 
anything." Students may have difficulty convincing the sponsor 
to cut, may lack enough industry knowledge required to assess 
the appropriate scope early on, and may not fully understand 
the execution until the project is underway. My team definitely 
got caught here.” 
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Success Factors: Student Feedback 

• “The projects didn’t seem to have enough resources allocated 
by the client. Better if clients had more ‘skin in the game’.” 
 

• “Budgets being included in the proposals so teams can really 
get an idea of what will be possible and / or expected” 
 

• “Invest time to get teams acquainted with the company / 
industry” 
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What is Needed from the Client? 

• Identify a focus for a project of major interest to you 
 

• Make sure the advanced MBA students have access to the 
people and internal information they need to do the project 
 

• Identify an executive sponsor for the project 
 

• Assign a key associate to act as project coordinator and be 
readily accessible to the students  
 

• Reimburse the student teams for out-of-pocket expenses 
 

• In-person attendance for final presentation  

MBA Special Projects Course  



  

Proposal Checklist 

• Is the task well-specified? 
 

• Is it doable in the timeframe? 
 

• Are there the appropriate client resources and 
structure so that: 
 There will be good and timely communication / feedback to 

the team? 
 Commitment to make sure the project works? 

 From the executive sponsor 
 From the day-to-day project contact 
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Timeline 

• Now  December:  
 Contact Mike to express your interest 
 Submit a formal project proposal 

 
• Mid-January:  

 WebEx “pitch” to the students on your proposal   
 MBA teams select projects & commence work 

 
• Late-April: 

 MBA teams make final project presentation 

MBA Special Projects Course  

Calls to scope 
project             

(if needed) 
Timeline 

Now until Dec. 31st 

Brief project 
proposal due 

December 31 
Finalize 
proposal          

(if needed) 

Find out if 
MBAs select 

proposal  

Mid-January 
MBA teams 

work on 
project 

January-April 

Teams’ final 
report to client 

Late April 1st week of Jan. 



  

Proposal Elements 

• ~ 7 slide PPT proposal which includes:  
 Brief background for the project (company overview, key 

question) 
 Why is the project important for your firm? 
 What do you hope to gain from the MBA team? 
 Any risks or assumptions that may be relevant 
 Name and contact info of the project’s executive sponsor 
 Name and contact info for the day-to-day project contact 

 

• Contact Mike for sample Proposal template 

MBA Special Projects Course  



  

Questions? 

MBA Special Projects Course  



Connect with Talented Candidates 

On-campus 
• Information sessions 
• Interviews 
• Business clubs 
• Tailgate sponsorship 
• Company Networking Night 

– Thursday, February 11 2016 
 
Off-campus 
• Job Postings 
• Resume books 
 

  



Build a Talent Pipeline through Internships 

 
 
 
 

 
Examples: 
• New product/promotion/market/initiative analysis 
• Service blueprinting  
• Marketing communications and social media advertising 
• Pilot program implementation 

 
 

MBA requirement June start 

10-12 weeks Short-term project help 

200 hour minimum Long-term hiring strategy 

$20-35/hour Best practices available 

  



SMSL Qualifications & Recruiters 

Services Marketing & 
Operations 
Brand & Product Strategy 
Marketing 
Communications 
Customer Relationship 
Management 
Product Planning & 
Management 
Business Development & 
Sales 
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Questions? 

MBA Internships and Recruiting 

 
 

Calvin Bovee 
Arizona State University | W. P. Carey School of Business 

Recruiting Coordinator, Employer Relations 
Ph: 480.965.8873 | calvin.bovee@asu.edu | 

http://wpcarey.asu.edu/recruit 

mailto:calvin.bovee@asu.edu
http://wpcarey.asu.edu/recruit
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